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About This Game

 Warning! NO hentai contents in this game! All you get is funny and stupid panties! 

"I have to find... the Warrior of Love!"
"The Warrior of Love...?"

"Yes... it is you! The one who loves panties, the Warrior of Love!"

Dashing on the street, Warriors of Love along with panties, to save humans from the evil intention– and to save themselves from
being transformed into panties!

Fight in a funny comedy full of panties, love and passion, with fierce battles between panties!

Dash and dodge in high speed battles … with panties!
Panty Party is a fast-paced battle game. Fly as a panty in the street and in-between buildings. Search for the enemy panties and

kick their bad ♥♥♥!

Features

Feel emotions of foolishness and excitement ... with Panty Party!

Energetic dancing music. It is the melody of panties.

Every color imaginable. It is the color of panties.
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A Story of nonsense and fools brought to you by panties ( and the Warrior of Love! ).

The sentimental thoughts of panties, which you can only experience in Panty Party.

Hyper exciting battling, multiple battlegrounds in the city and a full collection of unique panties!

All panties have unique skills, and the passion skill, to make them even stronger!

The white panty is soft, the bear panty is fierce, the stripe panty is a classic and the sailor panty – find out yourself.
Collect them all! Step forward, Warrior of Love, it is time to show your love for panties!

This ... is Panty Party!
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Title: Panty Party
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Animu Game
Publisher:
Animu Game
Release Date: 24 Jan, 2017

 a09c17d780 

English,Russian,Japanese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
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If you have enough imagination this game will steal your sleep. Its really nice.. The controls are as a bad as everyone said it is.
One of the glitchest and worst FPS game I've played; probably why this game is so cheap and has many♥♥♥♥♥♥reviews.

Also nobody even plays multiplayer on this game or start up there own server so there is no point of playing
this♥♥♥♥♥♥game!. Really good surprise, I saw a video on Youtube while when I was looking for original platformers and
wanted to try the free game (Crazy Dreamz : Magicats Edition) and I have to say I didnt expect to have that much fun ! So I
decided to get the Best of edition and it was a good decision, I’m really enjoying it. Tons of different levels you never get bored.
If you like innovative platformers, this is the right game ^^. 9 bucks max. Fun but short. not worth the price.. Lots of simple
ones in this set, but also a couple of larger more time consuming ones. Nothing complex though!
The last three will eat your time the most though. Recommended? It's cheap and can be done in a couple evenings if you stretch
it out! Sure! :)
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Looked like a fun game for local multiplayer but I experienced a crash after only playing for a 10 minutes and asked for a
refund.. I 100%d the game in 55 minutes....

This is an OK puzzle game. It's short, the music is repetitive (with one track), there are almost too many achievements (about 2
or 3 appear each time you beat a level), the levels are pretty easy, and the style is simple and minimalist.

Some of the levels may require thought and planning, but a significant problem is that levels can also be completed by basically
trial-and-error guessing, seeing which moves appear to move closer to the goal and which lead into dead ends.

I wish there were a little more ambition to the game's design, but to its credit, there are a few unique block mechanics that add
to the complexity of the gameplay.

Still, I would say this was a decent, relaxing, nothing-too-crazy type of simple puzzle game; an OK experience.. I don't write
reviews but the value + playability + yeehaw! factor of this game made me do it. I want to be helpful so I will keep this short
and focused.

Asteroids for grownups on LSD may represent the controls, the purpose, and the environment. Only one other metaphor is
missing but I couldn't remember any games that did it. The maps you play on run a pre-programmed series of changes that
alternately confound and isolate. Big open map starts and you are spinning and dodging to avoid enemies as they home in on
you, then a warning sequence begins and you have to figure out where you think you should be. A level transformation won't kill
you but it could leave you in a wholly isolated -tiny tiny- box of sadness for a few seconds. And while you are there, your new
mini slice of the whole map is still spawning enemies in a 3" x 3" anxiety pool. When it happend to me I thought I might have
found the fatal flaw in the design concept, then my prison cell burped homing death triangles at me and I just spun, fired, and
laughed.

I like to shop on Steam for the 0.01 - 5.99 range of games looking for gems. This game, for the number of game modes (and
each of the game modes has options for how you play that mode) and the pucker factor, is a gem.

I think I paid 2.99 for this title and I was satisfied in the first few minutes I played it.

Have fun--. What was in fact the main drawback of the last CoD? Of course, maps - boring, gray and similar to each other.
Needless to say that you got tired of running around this after a few matches? Fortunately, at least for an additional fee,
developers eliminate this misunderstanding. In this collection you will find an abundance of positively diverse landscapes: the
medieval Greek gardens, luxury arabian hotels and grim factories in half with an expensive cottages on the beach. After a
similar, post-apocalyptic landscapes from the original, collection of this seems a breath of fresh air, and in combination does the
impossible - forcing again to play in the seemingly bothered game ever.. This is basically an evolution of Counter-Strike
bunnyhop maps and its great.

However when I launch the game it automatically launches the Oculus app like it was a VR game but it is not and I get no sound
because of that.. brilliant gwr steam loco. Good idea for the game unfortunately wasted on poor execution:
1. interface takes a lot of time to learn it
2. economy if far important than the military elements
3. limited command options during the battle
4. in-depth simulation of economical and logistic side of the game that is killing any chances of actually having fun
5. auto-battle mode is a joke (my whole expeditionary fleet was beaten by 8 transport ships...)

Perhaps it is good for the veterans that want to spend hours and hours on taking care of tiniest details, but definately does not
work for me.. This game sells itself as a "short adventure" and is priced accordingly. This is a nice bite-size time travel
adventure game where you go back and forth between two years fixing a clock, err make that time machine, while helping a
family fix several of their problems.

The graphics are done well and the music is varied and upbeat.

I beat this game in 2-3 hours. I was expecting short based on the price and description. This is a game I'd recommend it
provided good entertainment for the cost and several laughs too.. I have used this app now for more than 70 minutes and did not
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find any problem. Everything works fine and is very clear to me, to play it on my guitar. I think i'm going to love this. Thanks to
support steam as well!. Includes a massive amount of items from the Baldur's Gate game. If you run a game in the Forgotten
Realms, this will be a massive boost to your game's lore.
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